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‘This paper is Part II of “‘l’he Role of the ‘I’cnsor Product in the Splitting 
of Abelian Groups,” Journal of .-1lgebra 14 (1970), 423~-442. 
The notation and terminology are the same as in the first part. ,4s in the 
first part, we consider those groups whose torsion subgroups are p-primary 
and whose quotient by their torsion subgroups arc divisible (or p-divisible). 
Theorem 1 gives an upper bound for the splitting length of tensor product 
of (7 groups each of which is p-primary with quotient rank one, p-divisible 
and has splitting length less than or equal to (T. 
In Thcorcm 2 vve reduce the splitting problem to rank one case. \\‘e 
show that if 7’ is a torsion group, I) torsion-free divisible, and 
{O -r T ~+ S --+ II) l O] : Xt- Ik(D, 7’). Then zy splits if and only if 
f l(Q) splits for any copy of (;, c 1). 
Se\;t \vc show that elcincnts of &t(l), ‘/‘) of length Icss than or equal to 
wz form a subgroup of &t(l). T). 
In Theorem 4 we have a somewhat surprising description of I(X). 
Theorem 4 shows that for 7’ p-primary, D torsion-free divisible, and 
*Y t fkt(D, T) whcrc S : (0 -+ 7’ r S r I) r 0). n-e have l(X) :- 117 where 
BII is the least positi\:c integer for vv!iich the tciisor product Ayr (2) S, ,-:‘,...,-‘) ,I-,,, 
of am- 111 groups splits and v-here each ,Vi f -‘((I) for some copy of 0 (-. I). 
Scsr n-c discuss structure of 13~t(f), T). ; n Theorem 5 vve show that if 
I<xt(D, 7’) is regarded as End( 7’) kid(D) bimodulc, then the subset 
Y<, ; .Y E Eut(D, 7’) : l(X) wlj is a sul~hin~odulc. Also it followx that 
subset .F of 17ut(D, 7') f 1 o c cments of finite length is a subbimodulc. ‘I’llis is 
tllc content of Prrqwsition i. 
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In Proposition 2, we show that considered as Abelian group Est(D, T) ~ 
.9 (1) I,, where L, is elements of Ext(D, 7’) of infinite length. \Ve also prove 
that if c’ is a one-dimensional subspace of Est(D, T), all elements of IT l-law 
the same length. 
Proposition 3 gives an example n-here Ext(D, 7’) h as elements of arbitrary 
length including those of infinite length. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that N ~~ h(p”a,,) &(a -- 1). \Ye 
shall show h(ao[J) ‘... lZ, not infinite. 
Form a group Lq hl; adjoining to zY a new generator 6, such that p”+‘d, ~~ 0 
and pH ‘8, =~ CT,, ) where B. is the image in fi of a,, Then the subgroup (G,) 
of x is p-pure and hounded, hence a direct summand of fi. It is a c!-clic 
group of urder l’H~il. Conscqucntly, (d,) CT,’ ... ~,t;i (&) is [isomorphic to] a 
direct summand of 80, and is a cyclic group of order PH ~ l generated 1,~ ir,“. 
Now consider the image in xU of a,,,’ E SO. This can he written as 
But from H --< ne;(o ~ I) WC‘ get (U ~ e)a : fI < H + 1; so ii{,” is a non- 
zero element of the direct summand (a$ ofLqU, and hasp-height (II- e)o <I-I 
in that summand; thcrcforc, that is also its p-height in zm. 
Now recall that homomorphic mapping does not decrease the p-height. 
l’herefore the p-height of a,,” in SC can not he greater than 15. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Sext. an easy fact is 
I,EMMA 2. Let ,kl be any,ovoup with T(S)p-p rinzavy and let R be any$n.itely 
grnevated subgroup of T(AJ. Let 2 1 X,‘R. Then there exists an iztegev I 
such that for all i 1 .I, am? all x E X, 
Proqf. Let G 7: (x E S / h(s) m-= ml. Then since 6 : X -f zY/G is hcight- 
preserving, and S/G has no elements of infinite height, we ma>- assume AY has 
no elements of infinite height. In this case, as is well known, R is contained 
in a finite direct summand F of .Y, so that we may let I be the least positive 
intrger such that p’F = 0. 
-%nd now a couple of rather technical lemmas. 
LEANI 3. Let X be a group with T(S) p-primary and SjT(S) p-divisible 
and rank one. Suppose a, E LY is qf injinite order, and a,, @ ... @ a,, has a 
p-sequence in -YO. Then there exists a fun&on f (i), monotone nondeueasing to 
infinitl~ such that for all nonnegative integers i, 
Pwof. By Proposition 3. I [2], S0 splits. Now let zO 2 a, @ ... 8 a,, 
and {zl} be a p-sequence in SO. Lemma 3.5 of [2] implies that if zi --= 
(cl &...%c<,-~) @c, then “nlTI can be written in the form (cl @)...a c*-J @c,‘. 
hIore generally, any o - 1 of the “factors ” in the tensor product can be kept 
unchanged in any step or all steps. Consider, in particular, zO , s1 ,..., z, . 
IVrite z,, as a,, @ ... @ a,, ; and lvrite 2,~; 1 like clr except for a change in the 
(; + 1)st “factor”: 
-ii alijj,n,~j).-+?Ja,. 
Since /x7 I :: zr , it follows that each (a,, - pa,), i I, 2 ,..., 0 belongs to 
T(S) (because this difference becomes zero when tensored by the factors 
which don’t change in the i-th step, and which all have infinite order). 
Therefore each (ai - a,), i = 2,..., cr belongs to T(X). 
Let R be the subgroup of T(X) g cnerated by these elements (a; - aI). md 
let x S/R. Then the image 1,, of z. can be u.ritten 8,, : = ijl @I 6, Qil .‘. I:+) ri, . 
Furthermore, 5, has a p-sequence in ,TO, since zii has one in X0. 
Since Z,o has a p-sequence, it is of infinitep-height. By Lemma 1, h( P”c?~) -- 
O/(U .- I ), in l??, for all i. By Lemma 2 for all sufficiently large i the same holds 
in -Y: h(p’a,) 12 U;(O ~ 1). But (a,, -.-- pa,) is of finite order; so for all 
sufficiently large i we have pin, : pi la,, , hence //(pia,,) .;- u(i -( I):(a -- I) 
for all i sufficiently large. 
By the same argument applied to the clement iIu ofxcJ which, like a,,* of-Y”, 
has ;I ,+sequence, we know that, for all suficiently large i, h(p’ci,) 
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o(i -1 l),(a - 1). Therefore, we can strengthen the formula just obtained, 
lx., /z(p~,,) > D(; + 2)/(0 - 1) for all i sufficiently large. 
Repeating the argument k times, we get the following result: Given h, 
there exists a number i, sufficiently large that if i 3 i, , then h(pia,,) > 
a(i -,- k),(a - 1). FVe may assume the sequence i, is nondecreasing. We can 
then define the function f as follows: f( ‘) z is the largest value of k satisfying 
._ 
1 l,, . This function cvidcntly satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. 
1mInr.a 4. Let A, B be groups with T(d), T(B) p-primary. Suppose a c: A, 
b t B; CL, /3 rational numbers > I ; and f (‘) 1 a nondecreasing function with non- 
negative integral ealues. (Of special interest aref (i) identically 0, andf (i) - CC.) 
Suppose that 
h(Pa) 3 4i +f(i)), i = 0, 1, 2,... 
h(pjb) > Pj, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
L&fine y (a rational or a) by the relation 
Then, 
Jf y is jirrite and positive, there is a constaut K such that, in A @ B, 
h(pea @ b) > (ye) - K, e =: 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
If y is i+ite 0T negative, 
h(ppa @b) := CC .for e su$icientl?/ large. 
Jf y is negative, or y is i@nite and f( ‘) z 4 cc, p?a @ b even has a p-sequence 
in ,4 65; B. 
Proqf. Let n be the least common denominator of the rationals N, ,b’. 
Choose sequences a, E A, bj E B such that 
C’onsidcr two triples of integers, (e, i,j) and (e’, i’j’), to be equivalent 
if arid onlv if 
pra, @ bj = P”ai’ Qj b,,‘. 
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Hence (e, i, j) ~: (e 7m (CY - ~)YZ +f((i + l)??) -f(in), i + I,;), 
assuming z’r =-- P .-- (rxi + I)” ---,f(iH) : 0. 
Similarly, (e, i, j) : (e j (p - l)n, i,j :- I), 
assuming ~1~ ~ e - (j?lj j- l)?z 0. 
It is easil!- verified that under each of these two congruences, the c\;pression 
rremains invariant. Note that as long as either “,I or cd is ’ 0, one or t!x other 
of the congruences can he apl)lied to the triple (P, i, j), l-iclding a new triple 
(r’, i’, j’) with c’ z E I. 
Nou consider the element p”0 ,> b /I” .““‘m,, “<< /I,, . Ohserw that 
p(e .~ f(O), 0, 0) e C, c a constant indepcndcnt of P. Xssun~c P large 
enough that P 1 c 0. There are now sclvzral cases to consider. 
If I “/ is positive, the t\vo equivalence relations can be applied to (c .fW 
0, 0) repeatedly, (at least) until a triple (e’, i’, j’) is reached with (I ‘11)” P / I‘. 
Hence /7(p’a W; 0) ye yc for p c. 
If I, y is xcro or negative, then (1 ~ 1;~) z’t em (1 ~ 1 /p) 7’” dots not 
decrease (it even increases) Iv-it11 each application of either of the equivalence 
relations, so (P’, i’, j’) can be attained with arbitrary large e’. In this case, then, 
h( p”a ;: h) cc‘ for r ~~-C. 
If 1 ,y is negative, or is zero but,f(;) + w, then (1 -~ 1 iti) z, (1 ~~~ 1 7) 2’, 
actuall!. goes to infinity under rcpcated applications of the cquivalencc 
relations. In particular, suppose that the triples (e,? , i,, , j,), 2‘ 1, 2,..., arc 
stages in a sequence of applications of the relations, starting from (P ~-~ .f(O), 
0, 0), and that for the s-th term of this sequence (1 --- 1;~) vr + (1 I P)T? c 
as well as c,, I‘ s. Then, clearly {,~“a (63 11, ~“1 ‘cli, @ /I,, , p’* %,, 2, OiL ,...I 
is a P-sequence. 
Proof of Theorem I. Since A\-r” splits, in each -X7,. there is an element .v, 
of infinite or-dcr such that s,. 8% ..’ (3 Y,. E AYF,.CJ has a p-sequence. Hence, 
hy the Lemma 3, there exists a function f(i), monotone nondecrcasing to 
infinity, such that 
/I( pis,,) >- si (i -t f(i)) in each r. 
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Actually, for the proof the “ +f(i)” is necessary only for one of the groups, 
say -1; 
Let N ~/(a - 1). Then (I - 11~) -:- I/u. Setting (1 - l/y) : 
(1 -~ 1 /h) .- .‘. + (1 - I/a) (0 terms), we get y c;o. By an obvious 
extension of Lemma 4 to the case of more than two factors, me conclude 
that for e sufficiently large, pexl 0 sI? ~3 ... :&,! s,. has a p-scquencc in 
s, (5, A\-2 (22 “. @ X:, . And by Proposition 3.1 [2], the proof is complete. 
A reduction of splitting to the rank one case is 
rI’~~~cm~~~ 2. Let T be torsion-group and D be torsion-free divisible. Suppose 
X E Ext(D, T) where x : {O - T + S --t D - l 0). Then S splits (i.e., A%? ~~ 0) 
if and only iff -l(Q) splits.for any copy of Q C Il. 
Proof. This follows without difficulty from the isomorphism 
I;[ Ext(QZn , T) z Ext (;(,,, , Tj. 
LEXIXA 5. Suppose d is a subgroup of B such that B;.1 is torsion--f&e 
di’cisible, then 1(,/l) -< l(B). 
Proof. This follows more or less easily by induction. 
In &se 1(R) = 1, that 1(A) = 1 is clear. 
Suppose 0 ---f An A B” ---f D’ + 0, where D’ is torsion-free divisible 
then xvc! have exact sequence 0 + il?‘~t~’ % A4 @ BgL p> A rg D’ ~--f 0 
and from 0 -+ =1 - B + D + 0 we have the exact sequence 0 + .-2 0 B” “% 
p +’ l B” :$ Ij --z 0. 
Xow i,(-d~l~l) is pure in --l @ B’(, i,(-J (3 B”) is pure in B” l i, i,(L-l’l ‘) 
is pure in i,(.-l @J R”) which is pure in B” I1 and by ttxnsitivity of purit! 
i, ;,(.-l,, ‘) is pure in Lz+‘, so that we obtain an exact sequence 
where 11” is torsion free. ‘IXe divisibility of D” follows from the divisibility of 
D, 11’ and dividing the numerator and denominator of Btl’l/i,(A $3 B”) b! 
i, . i,(-l’/ “). \I’hence B” splits implies ,-1’l splits for all n and proof of Lemma 5 
is complete. 
Jlisrussion. Let T be p-primary and D torsion-free dirisiblc, and suppc~e 
that -1’ (0 ---f T -*+ S 4 1) -F 0) and 1’ 1 {O -+ T 2 1’ -‘; D + 01. ‘I‘hen 
(as is x+--e11 known) AT -t 1’ -= JI” ~~ -CO + ‘I’ A+ Ii’ 4 D -> Oj, xvhet-e 
TF :~~ I,,,lK; I, -~- ((s, y) : .$I = y,Y] and K = ((ta, -tz’) : t t 7’1; tc 
(ttx, 0) -I K; ((x, y) -r K)S = x/3. JIoreover, a routine check shows that 
(.\I 1’) ‘I, is torsion-free divisible. 
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Using these notions, we have, 
LEMMA 6. Let f be a homomorphism of X onto I’ with ker .f u twsiot~ group, 
then Z(Y) <, Z(X). 
Proof. SW Lemma 4.2 of [2]. 
LEMJI.% I. Let X and I7 be as in the fovqgoing discussion. Then i(.Y 1. I‘) 
Z((S CJ Y)/K) > Z(L,‘K). 
In other words Z(x + Y) -= Z(L/K) : < 1(X cf Y). 
Proof. B!; Lemma 5, Z((S YE: E-)/K) .> Z(Z,;‘R), since 
is torsion-free divisible. Also by Lemma 6, Z(S 9 Y) >: I((-\- ‘,I 1~):K), 
since K is a torsion group. Combining these inequalities we get the stated 
result. 
LEMMA 8. Let A7 and 2. be as itc the foregoing discussion and such that 
Z(X), Z(Y) << m, then Z(A’ @/ IT) ::I m. In fact Z(X -I- I') c-1 mas[Z(.y),Z( 1):. 
Notice first that for any group =1 and B, we have =1 @;I 11 .z U ,,s; .-3 and 
thence (X @ Y)” z ~C-,i=m Sz @j I’j. By Theorem 1 and the fact that the 
direct sum splits if and only if each summand does so, we have that Z(S) m, 
Z(Y) < m yields Z(X 0 Y) 5:’ m. 
By combining the results of Lemmas 7 and 8, WC have Z(X) m, I( 1.) 777 
implies Z(X + T’) :T m, which proves 
THEOREM 3. Let T be p-primary, D be torsion-free dizisible, and m be 
a positke integer. Then the subset of elements F,,L of Ext(D, T) of length less than 
OY equal to m form a subgroup of Ext(D, T). 
A some what surprising description of Z(X) is found in 
THEOREM 4. Let T ne p-primary group andD be torsion-free dkisible. Suppose 
XE Ext(D, T) where x : (0 + T --f X L D + O}. Then Z(X) == m where 
m is the Zeast positize integer for which the tensor product Xl @ AT? <<I ..’ ‘3 S,,, 
of any m groups splits and where each -T;i :m f -l(Q) for some copy qf Q C I). 
Proof. If l(X) = m, .then X”’ splits. Now let Xi ,..., -7i,,, be nz subgroups 
of X such that Xi -f-‘(Q) for some Q C D. Then from the fact that /f/Xi 
is torsion free and divisible and from Lemma 5 we have that Z(S,) -:’ m. 
Now by Theorem 1 we have that Xi @ ... ‘3 X,, splits. 
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For the converse case, suppose Pi does not split for some in. Ry Theorem 2, 
there exists a rank 1 subgroup I’of X”( such that Y/ T(zX”‘) -2 Q L X’“j T(AX’i”‘) T-Z 
C,Q,, and that I? does not split. Thus there is an element a, @ a, @ .‘. 813 
a,,, /- ?‘(S,“) t I’/T(X”‘) of infinite order whence each nj + T(X) is of 
infinite order. i\;ow embed each n, -j- T(X) c SiiT(X) ‘r 0. In the same way 
as in the proof of Lemma 5 we obtain a natural embedding 0 + Y, <>3 
s, :jJ ” (g) X,,! A Slf’ + D’ --f 0 where D’ is torsion free and divisible. Set 
If7 :-= q.\; (2, ” 3 XT,) and notice that IV,‘II’(AY’J1) z 0. Since a, ,:> .” !) 
n,,, E IV n I, we have that 1? = II and we are done. 
%o\v n-e turn our attention to the structure of Est(D, T) with D and T as in 
‘I’heorcm 3. hlaclane in [4] has shown that Est(D, I’) is an End( 7’) - End(D) 
himodule. Since D is torsion-free dilisiblc, we have in any case that Est(D, T) 
is torsion free divisible which of course is a vector space over 0. Our notion 
of length allows us to compare the one-dimensional subspaccs of Ext(D, T) 
as n-e shall see in what follows. Also wc remark that if End’(T) is the ring 
opposite to End(T) [3] then Ext(D, 7’) can bc considered as an End’(T) ‘3 
End(D) module although we do not make use of this fact here. 
Our main theorem which concerns the structure of Ext(D, T) as a bimo~tlule 
is 
THEOREM 5. Regard Est(D, T) zlierp D is torsion-free divisible and 
I’ is p-pyinzary as an End(T) - End(D) bimodule. Then the subset &, = 
(.Y E Est(D, 1‘) : l(X) -.< 919) is a subbimodule. 
Proof. ‘I’he fact that .& is closed under addition is the content of Theo- 
rem 3; so it suffices to show that for any X E flm we have l(olXy) .< l(X) 
for all 01 E End(T) and y E End(D). To this “end” we make the proof in 
stages: l(,X) < I(X) and I(;yj) < I(X); now apply the associative law to 
obtain l(olXy) :< Z(a(Xy)) < Z(j?y) << Z(X) < m. For background details in 
this proof we refer the reader to hlaclane [4, pp. 64-671. Now let X - 
(0 ---• T ---f XL D ---f 0} and y E End(D). We have y : D + D. If D’ = y(D), 
then D’ is torsion-free and divisible. AIoreover, D = D’ 8 ker y. Let g and h 
be defined as follows: D = D’ @ ker y 5 D’ -“, D’ (5 ker y so that y =:: hg. 
Sow since D = D’ @ kcr y, we have 
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which is torsion-free and divisible and hence, by Lemma 5, 1(j’ l(U)) _ 1(S). 
But, clearly, l(f m’(U)) ~= l(,f-l(l)‘) :I;; kcr y) and hence I(-Yy) 
Z(f-‘(D) 0 kcr y) m= I(.f I’) _ /(,Y) I(S). Kow let /3 E End(T) 
-y:o ,7’-“‘,.y--I+])---,() 
where W 7: (T @ X)/K, and where K ((t/3, -tk) : f E T). Since T is 
torsion, we have Z(X) = Z(T 3; S). Al so since K is a torsion subgroup of 
T @ X, we have I(W) : I(T 0 _Y) by Lemma 6. Hence combining these 
two results, we have 
1(X) =- 1(S) 1: I(W) -: 1(/3X) == /o&Y). 
Remark. Actually I(pXy) 7 l(X), if both p and y are invertible. 
As a corollary to Theorem 5 wc state 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 7’ be p-primary anti I) the tovsion$ree divisible. Then 
subset .F of Ext(D, T) of elements of ,fnite length is a subbimodule. In fact, :Y- 
is the union of an ascending chain -ye1 C 9; C -5, C . ‘. 
Remark. Actually, .F is, in general, a proper subbimodule as we shall 
soon see. 
WC return to a discussion of Est(D, 7’) ; L IS an Abelian group where the 
reader can for convenience think of T<rt(D, 7’) as a vector space over 0. 
The reader may verify that multiplication by an integer II in Ext(D, T) is 
the same as multiplication by n as an element of tither End(T) or End(D). 
But ?z E End(D) is invertible so that xvc have /(nX) = Z(X) for all 
X E iSxt(D, T). To see this notice, I(-\;i) I( I /n(d)) .. /(CT) y I(-Y).Fi-om 
this obscl-vation \ve hayc immediately a “grading” theorem in 
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In [3] we showed that the groups ~3, have length G. Actually, the torsion 
subgroups T(=l.) are countable direct sum of cvclic p-groups. This observa- 
tion gives rise to the following 
PROPOSITIOS 3. Let B -= xFm, C(p’) rind let C cc, B, 1 aheve each 
B,, LX. B. Then &t(D, T) : .F C, I as in Proposition 2 und has elements of 
arbitrary lengths. In particular, I ,.i’ 0 and .F is proper. 
Proof. Since for the above-mentioned -4, we hai-e I(A$,) my o for 
0 1 ) 2 ) 3,. . . ) and since T(=l,) is a direct summand of C, -9 contains elements 
of length g for all finite u. To complete the proof, it suffices to construct an 
element of Ext(D, 7’) of infinite length. To this end, let S be a group generated 
by 0,) ) a, ) a, ,... . subject to defining relations ~‘a,, : pi- I\ ‘la, , i ~~ I, 2, I!,..., 
where [ liti;] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to \,‘t/E. 
Supposc S0 splits. Then there is an clement ka,, g; ka,, (2 .” ;&j Iliu, in 
the torsion-free part of S” and its height is infinite. Let k = p” 12, It-here IZ 
and/, are rclatkely prime. Then h( p’ ku,,) ~ h( p” I ‘a,,) =: (i + c) + l/i’<]. 
But it is not true that (i + c) + [d;] ‘;- a/(~ ~ 1)i for all i, for this 
inequality reverses as soon as i is sufficiently large. Hence we get a contradic- 
tion to Lemma 1. Hence ,YO does not split for any O, and the proof is complete. 
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